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Introduction
Scale adds cost. It also adds complexity and can make even the simplest computing 
infeasible. Many data analytics algorithms are originally designed for in-memory data. 
When facing with huge volume of data, these algorithms fail to scale due to limitation 
of processing capacity, storage capacity and operations on a single machine. Thus, to 
improve scalability and efficiency, parallel and distributed algorithms are developed to 
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scale existing algorithms to “Big algorithms” to perform large-scale computing on multi-
ple processors.

While these parallel and distributed algorithms improve the data analytic perfor-
mance, they also inherit some overheads from input data partition, workloads balanc-
ing, increases in communication costs and aggregation of information at local nodes to 
global information [35]. Because memory consumption is of concern in a single machine 
environment, most data analytic algorithms aim to optimize in-memory requirements 
[11]. A recent programming paradigm called MapReduce [12] has been developed 
to address and alleviate these issues. MapReduce provides horizontal scaling to peta-
bytes of data on thousands of commodity servers, an easy-to-understand programming 
model, and a high degree of reliability when failed nodes occur. It was introduced by 
Google and has been implemented in many open source platforms including the most 
widely used, the Apache Hadoop [5]. MapReduce is one of the key enablers to revolu-
tionize the development of many “Big algorithms” by offering a simplified programming 
model for massive scale distributed data processing on multiple machines. Its popular-
ity is due to its high scalability, fault-tolerance, simplicity and independence from the 
programming language or the data storage system [16]. Nevertheless, like any approach/
paradigm, MapReduce has limitations and there has been researched to understand its 
limitations, both theoretically (e.g., [1, 18]) and empirically (e.g., [7, 9, 10, 41]).

In scaling existing data analytic algorithms using MapReduce, much research has 
focused on either building efficient naïve MapReduce-based algorithms that tend to 
mimic the original analytic solutions on a sequential machine or extending MapReduce 
framework to enhance performance [16, 33]. However, we argue that these should not 
be the only research directions to pursue. We conjecture that when naive MapReduce-
based solutions do not perform well, it could be because certain classes of algorithms 
do not have a natural fit to MapReduce model and one should find a fundamentally dif-
ferent approach to a new MapReduce-based solution instead of trying to patch existing 
solutions.

This paper investigates a case study of a scaling problem of “Big algorithms” for a 
popular association rule-mining algorithm, particularly the development of the Apriori 
algorithm in MapReduce model. To illustrate, we explore formal and empirical studies, 
propose a simple approach to an alternative MapReduce-based solution to the Apriori 
algorithm and compare its performance with previous solutions in order to gain under-
standing of this conjecture. Note that, the paper does not address the limitations of 
MapReduce framework but rather shows that MapReduce-based algorithms do not nec-
essarily yield optimal performance. Our study shows promising results that support the 
conjecture.

The rest of the paper will transition to the case study that will focus on MapReduce-
based solutions for Apriori algorithm in Association Rule Mining. “Apriori algorithms: 
background and remarks” section discusses related work relevant to this case study, 
namely parallel and distributed Apriori algorithms especially in MapReduce framework. 
“Preliminaries” section provides a brief overview of association rule mining, Apriori 
algorithm and MapReduce. “Case description” section describes naive MapReduce-
based Apriori along with AprioriPMR [28], a non-naive MapReduce-based solution for 
Apriori algorithm in more details, and introduces AprioriS, our proposed non-naive 
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solution. AprioriPMR has published results showing superior performance to naive 
MapReduce-based solution (referred to as traditional parallel Apriori algorithm) [28]. 
We compare our approach and that of AprioriPMR with complexity analysis in “Case 
description” section and shows experimental results on the performance of the two solu-
tions in “Experiments and results” section. “Discussion and evaluation” section provides 
discussion and conclusion.

Apriori algorithms: background and remarks
Apriori algorithm [3] is a key to association rule mining [2], an algorithm that gener-
ates rules that relate set of items based on their frequencies of occurrences in a mar-
ket basket transaction database. Apriori finds frequent itemsets of incremental set sizes 
(or levels) up to a maximum number of items in the transactions. The frequent item-
sets of size n (n-itemsets) are calculated from those of previous level of size n-1. Many 
sequential Apriori algorithms and their variations have been proposed to improve scal-
ability by minimizing the number of database scanning operations or using the struc-
ture to facilitate efficient storage and counting (e.g., hash-based technique, Partitioning, 
Transaction reduction, Sampling and Dynamic itemset counting) [8, 32, 34, 40]. How-
ever, these sequential algorithms have high I/O cost because of large memory usage and 
multiple scans [35]. This has led to the development of parallel and distributed Apriori 
algorithms.

Early parallel Apriori algorithms include Count Distribution, Data Distribution, and 
Candidate Distribution [4]. The first parallelizes data for counting exchanges, the second 
parallelizes tasks/processes for data set exchanges, and finally the last is a hybrid of the 
first two, respectively. While these helps to improve performance, parallel/distributed 
approaches often add overheads (e.g., from partitioning data, workload balancing, com-
munication and information aggregation). Many parallel Apriori algorithms have been 
developed to address these issues [39]. These algorithms differ by memory management, 
load balancing techniques, data decomposition and layout implementations [35].

High overheads of distributed system management, and the lack of fault tolerance, 
and high-level parallel programming languages make development of parallel algo-
rithms difficult [35]. Recently, the MapReduce framework introduced by Google [12] has 
been developed to overcome these issues. MapReduce has quickly become popular and 
wildly get adopted. There are various field of researches that use MapReduce to enhance 
their performance, for example survey research in health care [14, 29], government [6], 
sentiment analysis [19], set operations [15], or real-time data analytic [37]. There are 
researches that focus on state-of-the-art of MapReduce and its applications [20, 24].

Various implementations of Apriori algorithms on MapReduce framework are dis-
cussed in [35]. Majority of MapReduce-based Apriori algorithms [21, 23, 26, 27, 31, 38] 
follow the level-wise process of traditional sequential Apriori where overall execution 
requires multiple MapReduce phases, each of which finds frequent itemsets of each 
set size. The next phase will not be able to start until all frequent itemsets of current 
level is completed. These algorithms vary by implementations inside MapReduce. Some 
use “Combiner” to aggregate intermediate local results from “Mapper” and some are 
slightly different by merging first two levels into one and the rest follows the same way 
[21]. Scheduling invocations and waiting time overheads are another major performance 
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issue of such algorithms. Much research addresses these issues by either improving the 
implementations of MapReduce-based Apriori algorithms or extending MapReduce 
mechanisms. Lin et al. [26] proposed methods to improve execution control in MapRe-
duce to reduce waiting time. However, this somewhat seems to oppose the purpose and 
benefit of MapReduce framework whose automated process control aims to make it easy 
for users and developers. More details are described in [35].

There is a small class of MapReduce-based Apriori algorithms [17, 22, 28, 36] that are 
distinct from all of the above. Each aims to improve the performance over the tradi-
tional level-wise sequential or parallel Apriori but because they are focused in different 
aspects of the development (e.g., cloud storage, intelligent search), they have never been 
compared to realize their common property. In fact, these algorithms have an impor-
tant characteristic that their computation of frequent itemsets uses a small number of 
MapReduce phases and thus are free or almost free of level-wise process. We will discuss 
more on this later.

Li and Zhang’s 1-phase MapReduce-based Apriori [22] is the first such algorithm that 
requires a single iteration of MapReduce to find all frequent itemsets. Its Map step gen-
erates all attainable itemsets in one step (via powerset) instead of a traditional level-wise 
approach, to obtain frequent itemsets of one set size at a time. The AprioriPMR (Pow-
erset MapReduce) algorithm by Moa and Guo [28] employs the same principle using 
two phases of MapReduce. The first phase produces frequent itemset of size one that are 
used to generate the rest of frequent itemsets in the second phase. In addition, unlike Li 
and Zhang’s approach that uses a Combiner, an extended Step of MapReduce, to count 
support in a local machine, AprioriPMR does not.

MapReduce-based Apriori by Imran and Ranjan [16] uses powerset and thus, inherits 
the same characteristic. However, their approach also employs vertical layout and set 
interaction in additional MapReduce phases to reduce number of scans and overhead. 
The vertical layout associates each item with a set of transaction containing it whereas 
a horizontal layout associates each transaction with items in it. The paper focuses on 
improving its performance over an existing similar approach [13] that uses only vertical 
layout and set interaction.

In this paper, we propose a simple MapReduce-based Apriori algorithm that requires 
only one Mapreduce phase in a general MapReduce environment without using a Com-
biner or other features. Table 1 summarizes this last group of MapReduce-based Apriori 
algorithms. The core MapReduce refers to MapReduce phases that are used to com-
pute frequent itemsets as opposed to pre-processing like data partitioning. As shown 
in Table 1, AprioriPMR is the closest to our implementation in that it does not require 
additional features by focusing on using MapReduce environment in the most general 
sense. In addition, in [28], AprioriPMR has empirically shown to outperform traditional 
(i.e., level-wise) parallel MapReduce-based algorithms. For these reasons, we will focus 
our comparison studies with AprioriPMR in the following sections.

Preliminaries
Terms and problem statement of association rule mining

The terms and notations introduced in this section will be used throughout the rest of 
the paper. Let I  = {i1, i2, i3,…,im} be a set of items and D  = {T1, T2, T3,…,Tn} be a database 
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of customer transactions, each of which is a set of items bought by customers. Thus, 
Ti⊆ I for all i = 1,…,n. Given two sets of items (or itemsets) X and Y with no overlapping 
items, i.e., X, Y  ⊆  I and X ∩ Y  = Ø, an association rule between X and Y is denoted by 
X → Y. We define support of X, sup(X), to be a ratio of a number of database transactions 
that contain X over a total number of transactions in the database D. Support of rule 
X → Y, denoted by sup(X → Y), is defined to be a percentage of transactions in D con-
taining both X and Y.

Confidence of rule X  → Y, denoted by conf(X → Y) is defined to be a percentage of 
transactions in D containing X that also contains Y. That is, sup(X  → Y) = |X ∩ Y|/|D| 
and conf(X → Y) = |X ∩ Y|/|X| in percentages. In other words, sup(X  → Y) measures a 
probability that a transaction contains both X and Y while conf(X  → Y) measures a prob-
ability that a transaction that contains X will also contain Y. Given the above contexts, 
the problem statement of association rule mining is to identify “interesting” association 
rules, which are typically defined by those whose support and confidence are acceptably 
high (i.e., at least as high as the user specified thresholds) [2, 3].

Specifically, algorithms for association rule mining has two processes: (1) Find-
ing, from the database D, all possible frequent itemsets (i.e., itemsets whose support is 
greater than or equal to the minimum support threshold specified by the user), and (2) 
Generating, from frequent itemsets in previous process, all possible association rules 
and keep only “strong” rules (i.e., rules whose confidence is greater than or equal to the 
minimum confidence threshold set by the user).

Apriori algorithm

Apriori algorithm [3] is an important core process of association rule mining. It finds 
frequent itemsets from a given database of transactions of items. Apriori uses a level-
wise approach to find frequent itemsets of different sizes, from itemsets of size one (level 
one) up to itemsets of size m, a maximum itemset size (level m). From this point on, we 
will use the term n-itemset to refer to an itemset of size n. Frequent itemsets of current 
level are derived from those of previous level using the Apriori property, which states 
that all non-empty subsets of a frequent itemset must be frequent Since if X ⊆ Y then 
sup(X) ≥ sup(Y) and thus frequent Y implies frequent X. Similarly, a superset of infre-
quent itemset must be infrequent.

The algorithm has two main steps: (1) generating candidate itemsets, and (2) testing 
for frequent itemsets. Specifically, let Ck be a set of “candidate” k-itemsets, and and Lk 
be a set of (large) “frequent” k-itemsets. In Step 1, to improve efficiency, Ck applies a 

Table 1 Toward level-wise free MapReduce-based Apriori algorithms

Summarization of MapReduce-based Apriori algorithms

Approach Core MapReduce Extended/additional 
MapReduce

Description

Li and Zhang [22] One-phase Yes Hadoop combiner

Moa and Guo [28] Two-phase No No

Imran and Ranjan [16] One-phase Yes Vertical layout and 
set intersection

Ours One-phase No No
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self-joining operation, of relational database, to Lk-1, i.e., Lk−1 ⊗ Lk−1 to obtain eligible 
k-itemsets by pruning away k-itemsets that are supersets of infrequent itemsets using 
the Apriori property as a pruning principle, see Step 2 tests which of the k-itemsets satis-
fies the support threshold to be assigned in Lk.

Apriori is an iterative process that continues a level-wise generate-and-test until there 
is no frequent itemsets in the previous level to be processed further. In the worst case, it 
reaches level m, the maximum itemset size possible. In fact, m is in other word the maxi-
mum size of all transactions in the database (see complexity analysis in “Case descrip-
tion” section). Apriori has been extended to many variations to minimize the number 
of database scans and numerous techniques to enhance performance for scalability [35, 
39].

MapReduce

MapReduce [12] is a highly scalable programming paradigm that enables massive vol-
ume of data processing by means of parallel execution on large clusters. Today MapRe-
duce paradigm has been implemented in open source frameworks such as Apache 
Hadoop [5] and NoSQL MongoDB [30]. MapReduce is a simplified programming model 
since all the parallelization, communication, load balancing and fault tolerance are auto-
matically handled by framework operations in MapReduce system [12, 35].

Inspired by primitives of functional programming languages such as Lisp, MapRe-
duce uses two main user-defined functions: Map and Reduce. Both input and output of 
these functions must be of the form (key, value) pairs. The reason for this restriction will 
become clear later. Figure 1 shows a typical form of Map and Reduce functions.

At an initial setup, MapReduce system [12] splits the data into pieces of manageable 
size, starts up copies of programs on cluster nodes and assigns each idle node a Map or 
Reduce task. We will refer to a node assigned to a Map task, as a Map node where the 
Map function is executed. A Reduce node is defined similarly.

As shown in Fig.  1, the Map function takes an input (key, value) pair and produces 
a set of intermediate (key, value) pairs that are buffered in the Map node’s local disk. 
Reduce nodes receive the locations and use remote procedure calls to read buffered data. 
All intermediate values are sorted and those associated with the same intermediate key 
are grouped together as (key, list of values). The Reduce function takes an intermedi-
ate key and its corresponding list of values, merges these values to form a smaller set of 
values. This continues iteratively until no intermediate pairs to be processed. An itera-
tor supplies the intermediate values to Reduce. This enables our ability to handle lists of 
values that are too large to fit in memory. The output of the Reduce function is appended 
to the output file. Parallelizing recursive algorithms may require multiple MapReduce 

Map: input → (key, value)

Reduce: (key, {value1, value2, ... valuek})  → (key, value-result) 

Fig. 1 A format of basic Map and Reduce functions. Shown a basic data format of Map and Reduce functions
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phases. In each MapReduce phase, a computing node may be assigned to do different 
multiple Map or Reduce tasks before the main Reduce step is completely done. This is 
why a restricted format of (key, value) pair needs to be maintained for outputs of both 
Map and Reduce functions.

Like many distributed systems, MapReduce was designed to reduce the amount of 
data sent across different computing nodes. To save network bandwidth, the intermedi-
ate pair data are read from local disks, and only a single copy of the data is written to 
local disks. Data processing at the node location helps reduce overhead in moving data. 
Additionally, reliability is achieved by re-assigning the task of a failed node to another 
available node.

Understanding MapReduce process can help develop effective MapReduce-based algo-
rithms for Big Data analytics. MapReduce enables Map and Reduce tasks to be executed 
on different machines in parallel, but we obtain the final result only after all Reduce tasks 
are completed [35]. Thus, nodes that have finished their Reduce tasks have to wait for 
other Reduce nodes to complete before they can be released to take other tasks. This 
also prevents invocation of next MapReduce phase and can result in poor performance.

Case description
This section contrasts two types of MapReduce-based Apriori algorithms: naive and 
non-naive. The naive type refers to those traditional parallel Apriori solutions that apply 
MapReduce programming paradigm in a straightforward manner without modifying 
problem-solving concepts. Instead, it mimics the sequential solution. This type of naive 
solutions will be described in “Naive MapReduce-based Apriori” section. The non-naive 
type refers to alternative solutions that do not follow the original sequential process. In 
particular, we present AprioriPMR (PMR for Powerset MapReduce) [28] and our pro-
posed solution called AprioriS (S for Simplified) in “Non-naive MapReduce-based Apri-
ori” section followed by “Illustrations” section that provides complexity comparisons 
between the last two systems.

Naive MapReduce‑based Apriori

Naive MapReduce-based Apriori algorithms (e.g., [21, 23, 26, 27, 31, 38]) follow the 
level-wise process of traditional sequential Apriori. These algorithms typically require 
multiple MapReduce phases, each of which finds frequent itemsets of each set size. The 
next phase will not be able to start until all frequent itemsets of current level is com-
pleted. To improve performance of Naïve MapReduce-based Apriori some merge first 
two levels into one and the rest follows incremental level-wise process [21]. Some dis-
cards infrequent items in each level [11]. Figure  2 shows a pseudocode of traditional 
naive MapReduce-based Apriori. There are other variations of the implementations. 
However, they all share the core characteristics of iterations of solution findings by lev-
els. Each of the Map functions takes each of the input transactions in the corresponding 
splits (or blocks) as input and executes the Map function opportunistically.

As shown in Fig.  2, the native algorithm starts by finding all frequent 1-itemsets 
in the first MapReduce phase where the Map function takes input transaction and 
produces all possible (key, value) pairs where key is a 1-itemset of the transaction 
(thus, value represents one frequency count for each occurrence). An intermediate 
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step sorts and collects, from the same key, the corresponding values as a list of values. 
The Reduce function sums the values till no more (key, value) pairs to be processed. 
Another intermediate step (not shown) prunes the infrequent (key, value) pairs that 
do not meet the support criterion and produces the Frequent 1-itemsets F1. This com-
pletes the Reduce step of MapReduce phase 1. MapReduce phase 2 starts only after 
the Reduce step of phase 1 finishes.

In phase 2, the Map step takes input transaction and produces all possible (key, 
value) pairs where key is a 2-itemset of the transaction where all proper non-empty 
subsets of the key must be frequent. This is to reduce the number of candidate item-
sets in current level by using the pruning principle that all subsets of frequent item-
sets must be frequent. One way to do this is by determining if all 1-itemsets of each 

Fig. 2 Basic naive MapReduce-based Apriori. Shown a basic concept of naïve MapReduce-based Apriori of 
phase 1, phase 2 and phase k, in form of pseudocode
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potential candidate 2-itemset S of the transaction are frequent (i.e., Cs ∩ F1= CS). 
The rest of this MapReduce phase follows similarly to those of phase 1. Note that the 
sequential Apriori in [3] generates a candidate set by using self-joining to generate a 
potential candidate that is a superset of a frequent itemset (since by pruning princi-
ple, a superset of infrequent itemset is infrequent and thus, generating such a candi-
date set will not be fruitful). However, our focus is not to improve naive Apriori by 
another naive Apriori.

The bottom part of Fig. 2 generalizes MapReduce phase 2 to phase k. The concepts are 
the same. The Map function checks if all subsets of a potential candidate of current level 
are frequent using results of frequent itemsets from a previous level. The Reduce func-
tions of all levels are coded the same while the key (itemset) in each level has different 
size implicitly controlled by the Map in each phase.

Non‑naive MapReduce‑based Apriori

This section describes, in more details, the two non-naive MapReduce-based Apriori 
Algorithms: AprioriPMR (Power-set MapReduce) [28] and our proposed AprioriS (Sim-
ple). They are non-naive because they do not follow the original traditional Apriori’s 
level-wise process on the sequential machine as illustrated in Section A.

AprioriPMR

The AprioriPMR applies two phases of MapReduce. The first phase produces a set of 
items whose frequency of occurrences satisfies the support criterion to be frequent. The 

Fig. 3 Basic idea of AprioriPMR. Shown a basic concept of AprioriPMR of Phase 1 and Phase 2, in form of 
pseudocode
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results of the first phase are used to generate the rest of frequent itemsets in the second 
phase. Figure 3 illustrates our pseudocode of the AprioriPMR’s concept.

As shown in Fig. 3, the first phase focuses on identifying frequent 1-itemsets. The con-
cept is the same as that of the first phase of the traditional Apriori but the format of the 
key is slightly different for simplicity. The major difference between the naive MapRe-
duce-based Apriori and the AprioriPMR is in AprioriPMR’s MapReduce phase 2 where 
the Map function generates all possible subsets of frequent items in each transaction (by 
means of Powerset). As shown in the Map function of phase 2 in Fig. 3, by using results 
from phase 1, set T excludes items that do not occur frequently enough. This is crucial to 
make sure that a subset of T would not be a superset of infrequent itemsets. For exam-
ple, suppose T = {a, b, c}1 where only {a} and {b} are frequent 1-itemsets. If this is the 
case, Map could generate S ⊆ T, say S = {b, c}, which is useless because S is infrequent 
(recall, by Apriori principle, every subset of a frequent itemset must be frequent. There-
fore, a superset of infrequent itemset is infrequent). The Reduce function works the 
same way as in other algorithms. Experiments on performance of AprioriPMR compared 
with naive MapReduce-based solution (referred to as traditional parallel Apriori algo-
rithm) have shown significant improvement [28]. However, the authors did not provide 
explanation or insight of the characteristic that contributes to this improvement other 
than their proposed mechanism.

AprioriS

Our hypothesis is that the number of iterations or MapReduce phases may impact the 
performance because each phase has to wait for the previous phase to finish before it 
can start. This has motivated us to propose AprioriS, a simple MapReduce-based Apriori 
Algorithm that only requires a single phase of MapReduce. Later sections will show that 
AprioriS is not just simple but also turns out to be powerful in its performance on large 
clusters. Figure 4 shows pseudocode of simple our non-naive AprioriS.

As shown in Fig. 4, the proposed AprioriS has a single MapReduce phase. The Map 
step generates (key, value) pairs where key is a subset of the transaction of any size. The 
Reduce sums the frequency count of each subset. An intermediate step can be added to 
identify frequent itemsets for any given threshold. The fact that there is no iterative con-
trol helps the parallel execution to be more effective.

Fig. 4 Our Proposed AprioriS. Shown a basic concept of our proposed non-naïve Apriori, in form of 
pseudocode
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AprioriPMR and AprioriS are closely related. They produce the same identical result, 
in the other words, have same accuracy. Both are level-free or close to level-free and 
apply MapReduce environment in the most general sense without additional mecha-
nisms. AprioriPMR has empirically shown to outperform traditional (i.e., level-wise) 
parallel MapReduce-based algorithm [28]. We will now compare these two algorithms 
to see how a slight difference in the number of iterations and MapReduce phases can 
impact performance.

Illustrations

This section gives a small example to illustrate how MapReduce-based AprioriPMR and 
AprioriS work.

Given a database of transactions shown in Table 2. To illustrate opportunistic charac-
teristic of MapReduce, Fig. 5 shows a partial result of the execution of Map and Reduce 
functions applied to the database in Table 2 in order to obtain frequent 1-itemsets. To 
simplify our illustration, we omit showing an explicit data partitioning to each machine.

As shown in Fig. 5, at time t1, two map functions are executed in parallel to obtain 
results of form (1-itemset, 1). As soon as there is an idle machine ready to work on 
the corresponding resulting data partition, execution of reduce function starts and 
produces intermediate results of form (1-itemset, value) where value is an aggre-
gated set of frequency counts as shown at time t2. The Reduce function continues 
to finish reducing and obtains the result as shown in the top part of the data shown 

Table 2 Database of transactions

Transaction IDs Transactions 
of items

T1 {a, b, c}

T2 {a, b}

T3 {b, c}

T4 {a, b, c, f}

T5 {c, d, e}

({a},1)
({b},1) 
({c},1)

T1 {a, b, c}
T2 {a, b}
T3 {b, c}
T4 {a, b, c, f}
T5 {c, d, e} ({a},1)

({b},1)

({a},2)
({b},2) 
({c},1)

({a},{1,1})
({b},{1,1})

({c},{1})

({c},1)
({d},1) 
({e},1)

({c},{1,1})

t1
t2

t3

t4

Map

Map

Map

Reduce

Reduce

Fig. 5 Partial results of MapReduce executions for 1-itemsets. Illustration of MapReduce execution of 
1-itemsets of naïve MapReduce-based Apriori
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at time t3. At the same time, an idle machine executes Map function and obtains 
the results shown at the bottom part in parallel. As soon as these results at t3 are 
obtained and there is an idle machine to work on this data partition, the machine 
starts working on reducing and obtains the immediate result as shown at time t4. 
Note that MapReduce framework gains efficiency by executing Reduce process as 
soon as all conditions are readily applicable. It has no control to wait till all the map-
pings to finish before starting to reduce. However, MapReduce in a current phase 
cannot start until all MapReduce, particularly all reduces, in the previous phase is 
finished.

The above executions occur in any MapReduce-based level-wise Apriori to find 
frequent 1-itemsets in the first level. Next we compare how AprioriPMR and Aprio-
riS work. Figure 6 shows partial executions of AprioriPMR.

AprioriPMR has two MapReduce phases. The top part of Fig. 6 shows the results 
obtained after the first MapReduce phase. Frequent 1-itemsets as shown in box 
(1) of Fig. 6. These are the same as those of the native level-wise Apriori. The bot-
tom part of Fig. 6 executes the last MapReduce phase after using the results in the 
first phase to prune infrequent items (box (2)). The Map and Reduce steps continue 
opportunistically in the same fashion as described in Fig.  5 but for itemsets of all 
possible sizes. The intermediate results are shown in box (3) and final results for all 
subsets of size two and beyond in box (4).

Figure  7 illustrates results of AprioriS that requires only one single MapReduce 
phase. Apriori is straightforward. Next we analyze its performance theoretically and 
empirically.

Complexity analysis

Let n be the number of transactions in the database. Each transaction contains at 
most m distinct items. For the AprioriS, the Map step scans the database and maps 
each transaction to all possible (key, value) pairs, where key represents an itemset of 
the transaction (i.e., a subset of items in the transaction) and value represents a list 
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Fig. 6 Partial executions of AprioriPMR. Illustration of MapReduce execution of AprioriPMR 
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of frequency of occurrences of key (which is one when the order pair is first created). 
Thus, the Map step generates at most n2m keys. The Reduce step sums the frequen-
cies in a corresponding value of the same key. Each sum takes constant time and 
thus, the Reduce step takes O(n2m). Combining the two steps, AprioriS takes O(n2m).

Comparing with the AprioriPMR that consists of a two-phase MapReduce. The 
first phase produces frequent 1-itemsets (i.e., itemsets of size one). In each transac-
tion, the Map step generates at most m (key, value) pairs. Thus, it generates at most 
nm keys. Similarly, to the Reduce step in our approach, the Reduce step of Aprior-
iPMR sums the frequencies in value of the pairs with the same key. Thus, it takes at 
most O(nm) giving a total first phase time complexity of O(nm). In the second phase, 
AprioriPMR takes the results from the first phase, and then uses them as a basis to 
generate and find the rest of frequent itemsets of sizes two to m at most. Note that 
the pruning from the first phase does not change the worst case of the remaining 
number of 1-itemsets to be processed. Thus, similar argument to the MapReduce 
phase in AprioriS, the AprioriPMR takes O(n2m). Adding the two phases, the total 
time of AprioriPMR is O(nm) + O(n2m) = O(n2m).

Even though both have the same upper bound, in practice, AprioriPMR needs 
twice as much time for setting up each MapReduce phase compared to that of 
AprioriS. Also, the time AprioriPMR spent in the first phase (of O(nm)) cannot be 
absorbed by the second phase as in a theoretical bound. Next will explore empirical 
results to see if the actual performances match with our observations.

Experiments and results
This section compares the performance of our proposed AprioriS with AprioriPMR [28]. 
We implemented both algorithms in MapReduce framework of open source MongoDB 
[30] version 3.4.9. We ran experiments on 3.40 GHz 4-cores with 6 MB L3 cache CPU, 
8 GB DDR3 1600 MHz RAM, and 1 TB SATA hard disk storage.

Table 3 shows a comparison of execution times of AprioriPMR and AprioriS on a sin-
gle machine with varying number of transactions from 20,000 to 120,000. Here we set 
the sup, a support threshold criterion to be 5% and m, maximum number of items in 
each transaction to be 10.

As shown in Table 3, execution times of AprioriS outperform those of AprioriPMR in 
all cases. The percentages of the decreased execution times are shown in the last column 
of the table. On the average, the execution time of AprioriS is less than that of Aprior-
iPMR by 7.6 ± 0.05%. This is quite different considering how similar they are. We can see 

T1 {a, b, c}
T2 {a, b}
T3 {b, c}
T4 {a, b, c, f}
T5 {c, d, e}

({a},3)
({b},4) 
({c},4)
({d},1) 

({a, b},3)
({a, c},2)
({b, c},3)

({a, b, c},2)

MapReduce

Fig. 7 Execution of AprioriS and results. Illustration of MapReduce execution and results of our AprioriS 
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from the last column of the table that as the number of transaction increases, the gap 
differences of the execution times between the two algorithms are smaller. This is con-
sistent with our complexity analysis that the two algorithms have the same asymptotic 
upper bound where m and n, the number of transactions, are contributing factors. Since 
m is fixed and so as n grows the execution times of the two are asymptotically the same.

Table 4 compares execution times of the two algorithms on a single machine environ-
ment with m, the maximum number of items in transactions, ranging from 10 to 18. 
Here we fixed n to be 10,000 and support threshold to be 5%.

As shown in Table  4, except for when m = 18, AprioriS outperforms AprioriPMR. 
Observing the last column, as m increases, the gap differences of the execution times 
between the two algorithms decrease. This exhibits the same behavior as in the previous 
experiments and confirms with the theoretical complexity analysis. When m = 18, the 
execution time of AprioriS is 2685.14 while that of AprioriPMR is 2683.42. Thus, Apri-
oriPMR does slightly better. The difference is only about 0.1%. In fact, when m is 19 and 
beyond, the execution times of both cases ran out of memory.

Table 3 Varying number of transactions

Number of transactions Execution time (s) Decreased 
time (%)

AprioriPMR Our AprioriS

10,000 11.17 8.88 20.6

20,000 17.42 15.42 11.5

30,000 25.00 22.54 9.8

40,000 31.68 28.83 9.0

50,000 38.52 35.84 7.0

60,000 43.26 40.62 6.1

70,000 49.50 46.62 5.8

80,000 57.29 54.07 5.6

90,000 63.08 60.87 3.5

100,000 70.06 67.02 4.3

110,000 78.06 74.08 5.1

120,000 81.58 78.85 3.3

Table 4 Varying maximum number items in transactions

m (Max. # of items 
in transactions)

Execution time (secs) Decreased 
time (%)

AprioriPMR Our AprioriS

10 11.17 8.88 20.6

11 17.31 15.31 11.6

12 31.15 28.70 7.9

13 56.99 55.09 3.3

14 146.51 143.40 2.1

15 291.42 288.20 1.1

16 608.08 591.46 2.7

17 1222.37 1215.84 0.5

18 2683.42 2685.14 − 0.1

19 Out of memory Out of memory NA
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Another important factor that can influence the performance of Apriori is a support 
threshold sup. Figure 7 shows the results obtained when we varied the sup with 10,000 
transactions and m, the maximum number of items in transactions was set to 10.

Figure 8 shows results of the execution times obtained when support threshold per-
centages change from five to 25. We ran the experiments with 50,000 transactions (n) 
and a maximum of 10 items in each transaction (m) on a single machine environment. 
As shown in Fig.  8, AprioriS outperforms AprioriPMR in all cases except for support 
25%. As support increases, AprioriPMR’s execution time decreases whereas AprioriS 
stays more or less the same. This shows that support threshold impacts the number of 
pruning elements, which in turn impacts the performance of AprioriPMR. In particular, 
pruning of the 1-itemsets in the first MapReduce phase significantly impacts the execu-
tion time of AprioriPMR. On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 8, AprioriS’s performance 
does not appear to change much with varying support thresholds. In practice, this can 
be beneficial since a support threshold is either subjectively specified by users or empiri-
cally determined by experiments, which can be time consuming. AprioriS frees the users 
from this burden and enable them to focus on results.

All the results obtained from a single machine environment so far have one com-
mon behavior in that as each varying individual variable: n, m and sup grows larger 
while the rest are fixed (as in Tables 3, 4 and Fig. 8, respectively), the gap differences 
that AprioriS outperforms AprioriPMR decreases and in some case AprioriPMR ends 
up performing slightly better towards the end of the variable’s range. This may raise a 
question whether AprioriS will scale well in comparison with AprioriPMR. In a large-
scale environment, these MapReduce-based Apriori algorithms are expected to use 
large clusters. Thus, to answer the above question, we present experiments to com-
pare execution times of the two algorithms on multiple machines.

The results of the execution times of AprioriPMR and AprioriS with support thresh-
old 25%, and a maximum of 10 items in transactions are shown in Fig. 9. Parts (a) and 
(b) give results obtained from 50,000 to 100,000 transactions, respectively. As shown 
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in Fig. 9, for a single machine environment, AprioriPMR outperforms AprioriS but as 
number of processors increases, AprioriS outperforms AprioriPMR by 20.3% for two 
processors and 37.1% for three processors in case (a), and by 5% for two processors 
and 14.2% for three processors in case (b). The performance differences are higher 
when dealing with lower number of transactions [i.e., case (a)]. Another observation 
is that unlike AprioriPMR, the execution time of AprioriS decreases as the number of 
processors increases as expected.

For AprioriPMR, however as shown in (a), its execution time for 50,000 transac-
tions increases with two processors. This unexpected increase could be due to the 
effect of overhead during this particular run. However, as the number of proces-
sors changes from two to three, the execution time decreases as expected. On the 
other hand, when the number of transactions increases to 10,000, as shown in part 
(b), the effect of the overhead does not outweigh the AprioriPMR’s execution time, 
as it decreases when the number of processors increases as expected. As mentioned 
above, the results obtained from AprioriS do not share the same phenomenon. Thus, 
to compare the effect of multiple processors, we focus on the rate of improvement 
from using two processors to three.
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In part (a), with 50,000 transactions, AprioriPMR’s execution time reduces by about 
6% while that of AprioriS is by 25.8%. AprioriS improves at a much higher percentage 
rate than AprioriMPR. In part (b), with 100,000 transactions, the execution time of 
AprioriPMR is reduced by 20.9% while that of AprioriS is reduced by 28.5%. Although 
AprioriS again improves at a higher percentage rate than AprioriMPR, the gap differ-
ences between the two algorithms become narrower (i.e., the difference of 19.8% in 
case of 50,000 transactions to the difference of 7.6% in case of 100,000 transactions).

AprioriPMR has already been shown to outperform the traditional level-wise MapRe-
duce-based Apriori [28]. Our experiments give evidence that AprioriS outperforms Apri-
oriPMR in several aspects of scalability and practices although they have only a minor 
implementation difference. In particular, we reduce from one-level solution in AprioriPMR 
to zero-level solution in AprioriS. Thus, even one level of MapReduce-based algorithm can 
make such a difference on the performance. The experiments also illustrate that the rank-
ing of the performance results obtained in a single machine environment may not carry 
over in a multi-processor environment. This is due to the design and implementation of the 
MapReduce-based solution whether it fully utilizes the parallel operating environment.

Discussion and evaluation
The proposed non-naive AprioriS algorithm has several advantages. First, it has a simple 
concept that is easy to understand and implement. The Map and Reduce functions are 
defined in a straightforward manner. Second, AprioriS does not require user to spec-
ify a support threshold. This can help expedite the experiments in discovering frequent 
itemsets by omitting the process of finding appropriate thresholds, which tends to be 
time consuming in practice. Furthermore, the execution time of AprioriS is robust to the 
support threshold, which can impact the amount of pruning and the resulting itemsets. 
Thus, given unlimited resources, AprioriS’s execution time is less impacted by pruning 
compared to those of AprioriPMR and other naive MapReduce-based Apriori. Third, 
AprioriS solution is complete in that all frequent itemsets will be produced given enough 
resources in the MapReduce environment. Finally, and most importantly, based on both 
theoretical and empirical results, AprioriS is highly effective in performance while pro-
ducing the same accuracy. It requires one scan of database and a single phase of MapRe-
duce. In fact, AprioriS is level free. This is a distinctive feature that contributes to its 
effectiveness. As shown in the Complexity Analysis in “Case description” section D, we 
showed that AprioriS and AprioriPMR have the same asymptotic upper bound. Thus, 
theoretically, execution time of both algorithms will differ by some constant factor. This 
depends on the application and application domain. We have added this clarification in 
“Discussion and evaluation” section.

In general, implementing an algorithm on MapReduce framework starts by designing 
two independent Map and Reduce functions that convert the datasets to the form of 
(key, value) pairs to be opportunistically processed in parallel. In MapReduce program-
ming, all the Map and Reduce functions are executed on different machines indepen-
dently to maximize the use of parallel computation. However, the final result is obtained 
only after the completion of Reduce step. An algorithm may require single or multiple 
MapReduce phases. For an algorithm that is recursive, naive implementation is usually 
translated to multiple phases of MapReduce to obtain the final result. In designing the 
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MapReduce-based algorithm to fully utilize the parallel computation, it is desirable to 
minimize the wait between each round of multiple phases of MapReduce (from Reduce 
step).

MapReduce provides an efficient and simple model to scale algorithms for large com-
putational problems. Like other techniques, MapReduce comes with advantages and 
limitations depending on which type of problems we are using it for. Previous research 
[16, 25, 33] has indicated that some data analytic algorithms are inherently parallel and 
can be adapted to MapReduce paradigm naturally [33]. However, some are not and the 
transitions of these algorithms to MapReduce paradigm have shown to be much more 
complex or ineffective [16]. Examples of such algorithms include multiple iterative algo-
rithms, some of which require a chained of data to be processed for convergence or to be 
updated after each iteration [25, 33]. This clearly adds overhead in communication and 
data movement. To parallelize these algorithms, we do not necessarily follow the naive 
MapReduce-based implementation that mimics original sequential processes but to look 
for alternative solutions that effectively exploit parallelism.

Conclusion
This paper presents a study of the applicability of MapReduce for scaling data analytic 
and machine learning algorithms to “Big algorithms” for Big Data. Most previous studies 
have focused on improving naive MapReduce-based algorithms or MapReduce frame-
works [1, 16, 18, 39, 41]. Some aim to identify the characteristics of sequential analytic 
algorithms that are not easily amendable to parallelism [25, 33]. We instead aim to iden-
tify the characteristics of parallel algorithms that will maximize the use of parallel com-
puting in MapReduce framework for scaling their performance. We address this issue 
by examining a family of Apriori algorithms, for finding frequent itemsets, which is a 
crucial element of association rules mining problem.

We have introduced a small class of MapReduce-based Apriori algorithms that com-
putes frequent itemsets using a small number of MapReduce phases and are free or 
almost free of level-wise process. Specifically, our study compares the performance of 
AprioriPMR, an existing one-level MapReduce-based Apriori with our proposed Aprio-
riS, a simple non-naive level free MapReduce-based algorithm. By mapping each of all 
possible subsets of items in all transactions (as a key) to its corresponding frequency of 
occurrence (value), AprioriS requires only a single MapReduce phase and a single data-
base scan while AprioriPMR requires two phases.

The findings support our conjecture that to fully exploit parallelism, the MapReduce-
based algorithm should be designed to be free of dependent iterations. Here AprioriS 
has no dependent iteration while AprioriPMR has one, and AprioriS performs better 
than AprioriPMR using multiple machines in MapReduce framework. Our studies use 
a small number of machines. However, the results obtained so far are promising. Our 
future work intends to increase the scale of our experiments to a larger scale of clusters. 
The results confirm that effective MapReduce implementation should avoid dependent 
iterations, such as that of the original sequential Apriori [3]. These findings could lead to 
many more alternative non-naive MapReduce-based “Big algorithms”.
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